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University of Central Florida/Orlando

At least three fees on rise next fall
·by Jamie carte
.STAFF REPORTER

'

Students will have at least three fee increases to
include in their budget for classes next year.
Health, child care arid parking decal fees will
definitely increase next fall semester.
According to John Bolte, vice president of administration and finance, students will see a raise in most
fees.
Next school year the health services fee will be
raised from $31 to $34 for the fall and spring semes-

ters. The summer health fee will change in 1991 from
$23 to $25.50 .
There is no fee waiver for students with their own
health insurance services.
All students using the child care semce will have
an $8 a week increase. The current rate is $60 a week
for a full time student. Rates vary according to the
hours child care services are needed.
For faculty and staff, the rate wi11 change from $66
to $74 a week.
Anyone who does not work or attend classes at
UCF can currently use the child care services for $70

a week. This rate will increase to $78 a week.
All child care fees are paid weekly to the Creative
School for Children.
Bolte said the parking and traffic committee has
yet to make a decision about how much to raise the
parking decal fee. Currently, students pay $18 a year
and $7 .50 a semester.
Bolte said raising the parking decal is "inevitable."
"We need to have the financing for more parking, he
added. "Generating the money for more parking
see FEE I NC REASE page 4

Senate offers free tickets
for B-ball and UCF Theater
only one ticket available per student.
The Senate also agreed to spend
$2,500 for 500 tickets to the UCF
Students will get a chance at free ad- Theater's eight spring performances.
mission to the basketbalJ team's up- Students showing their ID's at the door
coming game at the Orlando Arena and will be admitted to regular performto UCF Theater perances of Studio E and
formances
next
Angel City.
semester as an early "... if we need more
Sen. Jeff Eberle,
Christmas gift from
who introduced the
money,
we'll
pass
a
the Student Senate.
bill and is a member of
The Senate agreed bill putting more in."
the theater, originally
to spend 1,500 for a
-Jeff Eberle proposed $4,000 be
block of 250 tickets for
student senator used for 800 tickets
the basketball team's
but due to lack of
Dec. 9 game against
funds, that was reGeorgia in the Red Lobster Classic at duced to match the amount offered in
the Arena.
the fall.
Sen. Chris Vining, one of the bill's
"We agreed that if we need more
sponsors, said the tickets should be
available at the Kiosk Thursday, with
see SENATE page 3
by Tom Kopacz

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Essays better test of
students' knowledge,
say some instructors
by Vicky Green
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jorge AtvareZ/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

EXAM CRAM
Robin Crawford, a graduate accounting student, studies for an upcoming accounting exam in this out of the way niche between Ceba I and Ceba 11.

· Some UCF teachers say they prefer
giving essay and fill-in-the-blank tests
rather than multiple choice and matching tests.
David Gay, a sociology professor,
said, "I prefer essay exams because I
think people need to know how to write
and express their ideas." However, Gay
gives multiple choice exams to hls
classes. "Once I get around 75 students,
I can't give an essay exam," he said.
"I think essay exams are much more
valuable [than multiple choice],"
Edmund Kallina, a history professor,
said. "But a great many students have
difficulty with essay exams, especially
in the lower levels,"
Kailina alsofindsitdifficult to grade
essay tests. "In certain ways, essay
exams run against my self interests,"
he said. He exp'lained that he has to
read, re-read, give comments, give
grades and justify grades. Kallina,
whose class sizes range from about 25
to 40, said he would like to think that he
would continue to place emphasis ·on
essay exams no matter how large his
classes become.

Matilde San-Andres, a Spanish
teacher, does not give matching or
multiple choice tests. "They only test
the ability of the student to memorize,"
she said. "AB an exercise, multiple
choice is acceptable but it is not going to
teach you how to manipulate the language."
San-Andres teaches first and second
level Spanish classes and gives fill-inthe-blank questions and short translations on her exams because the students do not know enough of the language to write essays.
Gay said that although students
need to know how to write and think
rationally, multiple choice tests can
also be fair by allowing the students to
recognize correct answers on exams.
However, Kallin a said, "A course in
the liberal arts and social sciences in
which there is nothing but multiple
choice exams has probably defrauded
the student."
Kallina added, "The students who
can produce good essays have gotten
more out of their education and are
much better candidates for an employee because [people] must be able to
write clearly and express their
thoughts."
,
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Pledge cards to spread holiday safety word
by Teresa Cole
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The contest is on. The Campus Alcohol and Drug
Awareness Center is sponsoring the Great Safe Holiday Break.
During this event, students sign pledge cards
saying they won't drink and drive, won't let a drunk
friend drive and will wear their seat belts.

According to Kelly Mortland, student assistant
director for the center, the contest is open to all
students and organizations on campus.
Two organizations and three individual students
will be pickeq as winners. The two organizations will
be chosen from two categories consisting of 49 or less,
and 50 or more.
Mortland said the two organizations which collect
the highest percentage of signed pledge cards will

win a pizza party at Kelsey's Pizzeria on the night of
their choice.
She.also said the three students who collect the
highest percentage of signed pledge cards will win
free tickets to area attractions.
Mortland said Kelsey's is offering a 10 percent
discount on the back of the pledge cards for those
students who sign.
Winners will be chosen before Christmas break.

Jorge AJvareztCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

STRANGE DISCOVERIES
Dr. S.S. Kuo {left) and doctoral candidate Dennis Filler conduct a subsurface statification profile.
The radar detected underground abnormalities on the east side of the campus Tuesday.

SENATE

tion that has been vetoed twice
by Gov. B-0b Martinez has been
FROM PAGE 1
placed on the Board of Regents' priority list.
Holsenbeck said the $1. 7
money, we'll pass a biU putting
million appropriation will be
more in," Eberle said.
The two bills leave $1021.28 used mainly for parking lots
in the Senate's working fund and utilities at the new field
with one meeting left in the fall house, although UCF can use
semester. The working fund is some of the money for other
the part of the SG budget used things if it needs to.
The BOR's priority list is
to pay for student projects, according to the SG statutes. used to det'ermine what the .
Additional money will be board feels the state univeradded to the working fund at sity system needs. Martinez
the start of the spring took the money out of the 1988
and 1989 budgets because it
semester.
In remarks at the start of was not on the list.
Holsenbeck said he believes
the meeting, Dr. Daniel
Holsenbeck, associate vice- it is not too late to put items
president for University Rela- back into the fieldhouse that
tions, said a budget appropri~- were taken out to save money.

•

SAFE HOLIDAY
The Health Resource Center is sponsoring a pledge program for the next three weeks
to promote a great safe holiday
break.
Organizations can compete
for a pizza party at Kelsey's
Pizzeria by getting the highest
percentages of pledges in the
following categories: Don't
Drink and Drive, become a
Designated Driver, If your
Friends are Impaired-Don't
Let 'Em Drive and Use Your
Safety Belt.
Pick up pledge forms at the
HRC. The deadline for pledges
is Dec. 20. Call Kara,or Debi at
281-5841 for more information.

•

UCF computer science team
wins first regional competition
by Teresa Cole
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Four UCF computer science students won
first place at a regional programming competition on Nov.18 at Florida International University in Miami.
The winning team consisted of the following
members: Bill Brown, Don Cross, Peter
Popouvich and Mark Schnitzuis. They were
chosen from 30 to 35 students who tried out for
the team by solving problems.
UCFs team beat groups from 40 other Southeastern colleges and universities and will now
advance to an international computer programming contest in Washington, D.C., in February.
Ronald Dutton, associate chairman of the

MINORITY FELLOWS
• VIGIL ON LAKE
Three fellowships for new
CENTAUR, Central Florminority graduate stud~nts at ida Aids Unified Resources
UCF will be awarded through World Health organization,
the UCF Foundation, Inc.
has designated Dec. 1 as AIDS
The fellowships 'will begin Awareness Day and will sponin fall 1990.
. sor a candlelight vigil at Lake
The awards are solely for Lily in Maitland at 9 p.m.
the support of new students
For more information call
who will begin their graduate 849-1452.
education here in the 1990
summer or fall semesters.
• HAYRIDE
Each of the awards will pay
The Jewish Student Union$1500 in two equal install- HiJlel will sponsor a hay ride
ments.
and bonfire .at Devin Wood
Application deadline is Stables on Friday, D"ec.1 at 7
April 10, 1990.
p.m.
For more information conThere is a $5 admission fee
cerning the fellowships con- and there will be food. For
tact the UCF Office of Gradu- more information call Adam at
ate Studies at 275-2731.
381-5712.

computer science department, said this will be
the fifth time a UCF team has made it to the top
level of competition, although the team has
never won.
Dutton said UCF has been changing its
computer science curriculum to stress problemsolving skills and has been attracting more
qualified students in recent years.
Ali Orooji, UCF team advisor, said older
schools such as the University of Florida and
the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta
were surprised at UCFs win.
Both Dutton and Orooji said they are pleased
with this year's team and optimistic about their
chances in the international competition.
"We believe in our team strongly," Orooji
said.

. • PROJECT RED RIBBON
FREEDOM HAUS
Mothers Against Drunk
Freedom Haus, a women's
treatment program which is Driving and 7-Eleven stores in
P,art of the Metropolitan Alco- northern and central Florida
holism Council, learns about are joining efforts to limit
journal writing from students drinking and driving during
at UCF.
the holidays. .
The two entities will kick off
Treatment programs last
this event Dec. 1 at 10 a.m. at
for a period of nine months.
Six UCF students meet the 7-Eleven store on 4550 N.
weekly with 20 women in the Goldenrod at Palmetto,
program to work on their writ- Orlando, Florida.
More than 6,800 7-Elevens,
ing.
The course is taught by Pat Quik Marts and High's Dairy
James of the English Depart- Stores will collectively distribute close to five million 18-inch
ment.
UCF students earn course ribbons.
For more information, concredits and complete assigntact Betty Spencer at 904-386ments.
For more information call 3314. or Sandra Reed at 407295-3076.
275-2195.
•
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FEE INCREASE
I

FROM PAGE 1

•

means raising fees. "
Fees which will not be increased in
i 990 include the activities and services
fee.
,
Bolte said the activities and services
fee will more than likely be raised the
follo'Ying school year. No tuition hike
has been finalized. Tuition is $35.35

per credit hour for Florida undergradu- effort was defeated.
There are no plans to increase the
ate and $70.59 for gradua~ students.
Out-of-state undergraduate stu- . athletic fee for next year. There is a
dents pay $138.82 per credit hour. proposed waiver for the athletic fee.
While graduate out-of-state students The proposal has not yet been finalized.
A new fee which might be created for
pay $205.54 per credit hour.
Bolte said the Board of.Regents has next fall could be a transportation fee.
discussed increasing the state tuition This fee would be added to your tuition.
The purpose of the t ransportation
rate. A decision must be made by May
of next year. The BOR had proposed a fee would be to alleviate the parking
15 percent increase last year, but that problem by providing a shuttle service.

The transportation fee is not definite. It is one solution being considered
by the parking and traffic committee .
The state university says students
must pay the fees posted on their tuition bill or they will be denied credit.
The only exception to this rule is if the
fee is waived.
"With the exception of the athletic
fee, none of the fees can be waived,"
Bolte said.

J-fappy J{our
'Dai[y 4-7
SPORTS BAR
SUN :
MON.
TUES:
WED:

THURS:
FRI:
SAT:

3853 E. Colonial
898-7972

Football• 75¢ draft, 75¢ hotdog
Football • $1.00 Longneck 9-11
25¢ Draft 8-10 p.m.
Lingerie Show
Ladies Night • 2 for 1 wells
8-12 • Wet T-Shirt Contest , $50
first prize• Soak your favorite
contestant!
Live Entertainment
Free Taco Buffet 4-7 • Live
Entertainment • Kami's $2.00
Long Islands 10-11 $2.50 glass
$8.00 pitchers

FULL MENU OF SANDWICHES, HAMBURGERS, PIZZA, AND CHICKEN WINGS.
BRING THIS AD IN FOR A FREE DRAFT!

AS A SPECIAL MARKETING TEST A MAJOR TRAVEL COMPANY IS OFFERING
EVERYONE WHO CAUS US WITHIN 72 HOURS OF THE PUBLICATION DATE

FREE

FREE

FREE

Sea World's exciting environment is a great pl ace to c atch
the Holiday spirit! As a member of our seasonal te am you 'll
not only enjoy yo ur holiday er.1ployment. but earn ext ra
cash, while making new frien ds.
THE
PLUSES

$ WELL ABOVE MINIMUM WAGES
•UNIFORMS PROVIDED
• PARK, FOOD &
MERCHANOISE DISCOUNTS

THE
TICKET SALES FOOD SERVICE
POSITIONS SALES CLERKS PARK OPERATIONS
FOR

Apply In person at the Sea World Employ·

DETAILS

ment Center, 7007 Sea World Drive,
Orlando, Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to

5 :30 p.m .

SeaWESrld.

•

An Equal Opportunity Employer

A DREAM VACATION TO BEAUTIFUL HAWAII
As a special marketing test, we will send each person a vacation
certificate valid for a free vacation to Honolulu, Hawaii. This
certificate entitles the user to receive 8 days and 7 nights of
lodging for two people and one free airline ticket, transfers, bag·
gage handling and all truces. You need pay for only one airline
ticke1 at the regular Y fare basis.

UNITED TRAVEL CLUB
CALL 1-602-277-2747 NOW!
8 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY

With Macintosh
you can even do this:

The reason for this special off er is that we wish to test the drawing
power of this type of advertising and want your opinion of the
services that we offer. But please remember that there is no
purchase required in order to receive this special vacation offer.

New
Open ...
Close

$20 Rebate

On HPs Top-of-the-line Calculators

• HP 28S Advanced
Scientific Calculator

Macinto h~ computer have
always been easy to u e. But they e
never been this easy to own.
Presenting The Macinto h ale.
111rough]anuary 31, you can save
hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple®Macint h computer and
pelipherals.
o now there's no reason to settle
for an ordinary PC. With 111e

• HP 178 Business
Calculator

• HP Business
Consultant II
Applies to purchases
made between
November l, 1989 and .
December 31, 1989.

UCF Apple Sales Store

Corne in today for
details.

HP Calculators - the best
for your success.

Print...
~P
····························································
Quit
~Q

F//;'I

HEWLETT

. ~~PACKARD

ill INTERNATIONAL

Calculator & Computer

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

281-5434
Ask for John o r Ben

Macinto h ale you can \\~nd up \\i.th

•

much more of a comput r.
Without pending a lot more money

•

•• Sale.
The Macintosh

•

Now throughJanuary 31.

•

) 19R9 tipple Co111p11te1, /11c 11ppl11, th1.• tlf>!?I<' logo, 111lfl ,\lac1111r~~b mt• 1t>g1sl£'lt'ri tmd('lll<lrks qlAppl~ Co111pute1; Ju e

•

•
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Mary is the victim

•

of an .epidemic...

Illegal drugfest
netted one arrest

The greatest crippler and killer in the nation It's called "drinking and driving."

•

Publicly announced drug party in Wesleyan
College dtning hall proved campus drug
law enforcement lacking in conviction

Mary was crippled for life in an auto accident.
The driver of the other car was driving after
"just a few drinks." But they were enough
to cause a mistake in judgement. And
now Mary can't walk. She is only
one of over 500,000 people injured
or killed each year in an auto
accident involving drinking drivers.

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Don't drink and drive.
The next Mary could be you.

•

-----------------------~~-----------!

Come

and Visit the New!!!

•

Now Appearing
Jill Towers & The Heat

•

Nov. 28th - Dec. 2nd
Dec. 6th - Dec. 9th
Visit us for Happy Hour
4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. daily

•

BOOMER Sis located in the University Shoppes
Plaza at the comer of Alafaya & University Blvd.,

(407) 282-2476

•

nexttoUC6Cine~as

I

L hS ·
·
unc pec1als Dally

April 19 Could Be The Most
lmportaht Day of Your Career

An illegal drugfest at
Wesleyan University in Connecticut netted only one arrest, and proved the school
isn't serious about enforcing
drug laws, students say.
"They didn't really do anything to stop it," said sophomore Marc Flacks of the bash
in a university dining hall,
dubbed the "Smoke Out."
"They brought in a few cops
instead of a whole army. It
seemed to me that they were
saying, We don't approve of
this but we're not doing anything to stop it.'"
Wesleyan officials defended
their anti-drug efforts, noting
they told the police about the
party .
"Wesleyan doesn't condone
drugs," said spokesman Bobby
Wayne Clark.
"It's not a drug sanctuary.
What we do know about and
can respond to, we will respond to," he said .
Students at the Oct. 27
party beat drums, clanged
cowbells, rattled maracas and
smoked pot.
A second day of insobriety,
called "Uncle Duke Day" for
the drug-using character in
the comic strip "Doonesbury,"
was devpted to taking LSD and
playing party games.
The gathering, which was
advertised by posters around
campus, was supposed to revive a lapsed 15-year-old

school tradition of drug-law
protest. The tradition has
waned elsewhere, too.
Mass student drug parties,
held at places like the universities of Illinois, Michigan and
Maryland, originated in the
1960s as a protest against
marijuana laws.
More recently, the protests
have turned into apolitical
parties that many non-students attend.
At the University of California in Berkley in September,
about 1,000 people gathered
for a "smoke-in."
No one was arrested at the
rally, which organizers said
was a protest of the federal
government's new Drug Free
Workplace act, which requires
students to sign anti-drug
oaths to get their Pell Grants.
At Harvard, officials admitted they're not bothering to
check to see if their Pell Grant
recipients are telling the truth
when they swear they're not
using or selling illegal drugs.
While Harvard makes its
students sign the oath, it has
no plans to ensure that the
students live up to that promise. The law, said financial aid
director James Miller, is an
"inappropriate imposition."
Campus drug arrests, however, stilJ do occur.
In late October, police arrested a student at the State
University of New York at
Brockport, charging him with
possessing marijuana in a
dorm room.

Why April 19? Because that's when you can take the
Fundamentals of Engineering exam and become
qualified as an engineer-in-training ... the first step in
becoming a Professional Engineer.
If you're an engineering student consider this. P.E.
registration allows more career flexibility and
choice. Professional Engineers aren't locked out
of a career path; jobs are theirs for the choosing
in government, industry, construction and private practice. Many employers require
registration for advancement to senior
engineering positions.

LoOking so smart!
It doesn't talce a lot of
money to look like a
million. For precision
cuts. fashion perms.
and the Series professional line of hair care
products. A great look
at a great price. What
could be smarter?
Find out for yourself
why people keep
coming back to .

It will never be easier to take the exam than
now, while courses are still fresh in your
mind. The test will be administered on
April 19 at sites selected by the Board
of Professional Engineers. The cut-off
date for exam applications is December 22. For more information,
call the state board at (904) 4889912.

iiliill~~-C::.~l!-~...

Clip and return the coupon be low for
a free brochure on how to become a

.COST CUTTER8

COSTCUnERS

P.E.:

SUNCREST VILLIAGE
10071 University Blvd.
(University & Dean)

•

679-6766

-------------------,

Open 7 days a week for your cqnvenience!

1.Please send me the free brochure, "Why Become a P.E.? I
I1 The NCEES Guide to Registration."
I

I

: College :

:

I

Address:

I

City:

I
I

Return.to: The National Council of Examiners
for Engineering and Surveying
Executive Director

I
I
I
I
I

I

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$5~75 Haircut :

I

Name:

State : _ _ ZipCode :

L'.·0~~ 168~· ~lemson~.C. 29633- 1 ~6- _ _ _ _

_J

5

(RcgularS6.95 >

All Hair Lengths
No Appointment
Necessary

•

•
•

$21.95 Perm
or Body Wave

•

(Rcgular$2A.95)
Long Hair or special wraps
alight additional charge.
Appointment rccorranendcd

•

Walk·innubject to availability.

•

COST CUTTERS : COST CUTTERS

l

Wrth this coupon.
ml vU:I with any
other otter

Good Thr~ e
1217199

•

e

Wiji this CX>llJlOO.
oot vald with Inf

o01erolfer

Good Thru
1217189

:
•
•
•
•

20% Off
In stock

C?
•
~II•
oerteo
·~
Haircare Proctucts
•c:?

•
•

: COST CUTTERS
•
e
•

Wih lhisCX>Upln.

Good Thru
' 1217/89
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If you could, you'd be there.
For victims of disaster, the devastation lasts long
after the TV crews have left. It takes months to
rebuild homes, businesses ... entire lives.
If you could, you'd be there to help. But no
matter where you are, your financial help will
mean food, clothing, shelter, the bare necessities.
~
.
You can be there, through your
American Red Cross.

Someone is counting on you.
Send your contribution today to: American Red Crass Disaster Relief
Fund, 5 North Bumby Ave., Orlando, FL 32803

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

~NOW
•

OPEN
•
:• AT LAST!
•

4'tl:~B~~j
/I···

...

~1...:..

•

·: Florida's Greatest Ice Cream
:: Company is near you!

·~:~™
~···.
~.~
~~4 -

:

: We are offering students a 10%
: discount with validated student I.D.
•••

!• Look for us on the Student Gold
: Card in January 1990
•••

:• Hours:
•••
•••
••
•

•
•
•
••
•
•

:•

!

SAVOR PREMiuM QUALITY &
TRUE FRENCH TRADITION!

C~l

Thin, light and smooth-burning,
the exclusive French Light™
gives you the finest in
tobacco smoking
... since 1838
pleasure.
ROLL WI TH THE BEST

--------------- ,---------------I
I
I

Send us your name and address and we11send
you a FREE booklet of new ~ French Light ·
Cigarette Papers. Experience a wor1d--<:lass
smoke! Limit one free booklet per person.
(Allcw 4-6 wks for delivery). Must be 18 years old

I
I

Offer

Expires

-

lI

1131 /90.

•
•••

••
•••
•••
•••

•••
•
••
•••
•••
•••
••
•
••

..
••••
•••
••
•

••

:•
:

I

•

A'Cl'ENTION PARENTS ·
Housing is critical. Rents
are going up every month!

't'

ON

•

••
•

~ c:R_._h

I .§?"'
~~j~ .

Zip

- - - - - -

•

•
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SAVE 35.i..

I

I

Send this coupon to : Republic Tobacco Co.
P.O. Box 8511, Prospect Heights, IL 60070.

---

PHONE: 275-8882
Located next to UC6 in the
University Shoppes

r::::;uFACTURERS COUPON
&p&Me 1/31/90
L~
N ------'· _ ___._

: : r :ss
City
State
Sorority or Fraternity? YIN

Monday - Saturday
11 :OO· am to Midnight
Sunday
1:00 pm to 11:00 pm

!

1

C220A _

- -

- -

L____________c3~~1

YOU DO HAVE A CHOICE

-------~

~
..-----.
-..----~

ST..JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Yigil Mass
6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME

Fox
Hunt

Lanes

Our 2 bedroom, 2
bath is design~d with .
the student in mind.
Financing tailored to
fit your needs. Minimum down. Mortgate
payment LESS THAN
MOST RENTALS.
1 mile south of the
University on Alafaya
Trail

•

282-43~3

STOWELL BUILDERS
*Based on FHA guidelines

•
•
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UNIVERSITY
•

BOOKSTORE

•

I

·:

DECEMBER 4TH - 16TH

BOOK
BUV-·B.ACK

•

..
•

SELL YOUR TEXTBOOKS
BACK TO THE BOOKSTORE

St::ret:~h

Your Dollar...

STORE HOURS
DECEMBER 4th & 5th
DECEMBER 6th - 8th

•
•

DECEMBER 11th - 14th
DECEMBER 15th
DECEMBER 16th

•
•
•

8:30 AM
8:30 AM
8:30 AM
8:30 AM

- 7:00 PM
- 5:00 PM
- 7:00 PM
- 5:00 PM

7:30AM - 4:00PM

All packets must be completed
and returned to the Student
Government Comptroller Bob
Shafer by Jan.8!

•
-·

Pick up the Senate applications in
Student Government room 155. For
More inforination contact Ch'ristine ·
Toutikian or Jeff Laing at X2191.

J..

'
·
·
••
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Comm() n thoughts
about _some more
common things
... shine its ever-lovin' light on me.
We weren't going to bring up the s u,bject of the
American Family Association again, but all of
the yammering by the yokels who support these
yahoos demands refutation.
In case you hadn't heard, the AFA is another
one of those groups that believes Americans are
too dumb or too perverse to decide what video
tapes to watch ~ or what videos others should
be allowed to watch.
Their views are actually more objectionable
than just what we mentioned, but we are
pressed for space.
These storm troopers for your soul tried to
meet several weeks ago for a planning meeting.
Several local radio talk-show hosts asked anyone opposed to the AF A's views to show up at the
same place the AFA planned to meet.
So when the AFA sauntered into their meeting site, they found hundreds of people there
who didn't agree with them.
Horrors, they said, and canceled their meeting. They cited fears of violence as the reason for
the cancellation.
But we didn't (and don't) believe them.
Instea~ their cancellation showed another
similarity between the AFA and the lower orders of the animal kingdom: flip on the lights,
and they scatter back to the sewers.
We apologize to the roaches.
How do you like us so far?
As we near the end of the fall semester, we
would like to ask you to do something you
probably have never done before: write to The
Central Florida Future.
The present crew has been churning out this
paper for almost four months, and we would like
to know what you think about the job we've
done. How is our coverage of UCF? Not
extensive enough? Too boring? What about our
sports coverage? What do you think of our columnists? Our editorials? What would you like to
see more of (or less of) in the future in The
Future? Are we too biased? Too timid? What?
If you're not a sudent, don't let that stop you.
We want to hear from all of our readers.
Just send us a letter. The mailing address is
right below this editorial. Or you can drop it off
at the white trailer behind the Health Center.
We will take your suggestions into account
when we make our spring semester plans.

Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor In Chief
R. Scott Horner
Managing Editor
. News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor
Production Manager
Business Manager
Office Manager
Ad Production Manager
Advertising Staff

Eric Dentel
Lauren Curtis
Bill Foxworthy
John Citrone
Jenn if er Offenburger
Deborah Cunningham
Tom Webster
Lara E. Hutchison
Scott Buss
Kasha Kitts
Anissa Larson
Armand Cimaroli
Cindy Cowen
Jeannene Garbee

Opinions expressed inT/ie Cen1ral FloridaFurun ore those of the newspai:)er or Individual columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications. University Administration, or Board of R~e nts. Letters to the Editor must be typed. maximum of 300
words and inc lude the a utho(s signature , major and phone number. Letters ore
subject to editing forg rommor and space and become the copyrighted property of
the newspaper. Names may be withheld but the newspaper res~rves the right to
refuse publication of any letter. The Cc111ral Florida Puiure Is a free .non-profrt newspa·
per published 1wice weekly during the academic year and weekly during the
summer. All meetings of the BOP ore open to the public.
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COLUGE PRESS SERVICE

Salvadoran 'rebels' actually terrorists
When leftist "rebels" in El Salvador recently murdered six Jesuit priests and kept a hotel's occupants
under siege for several hours, the U.S. government,
plagued by leftist sympathizers, sat with its mouth
gaping wide open.
Since we are not in the habit of punishing terrorists, it should come as no surprise to anyone that no
matter how many U.S. citizens may be put in danger
by a terrorist offensive, our actions will generally be
verbal.
In short, timid.
It is not out of an inherent inability to act nor an
incapability to act that we sit motionless.
Like small, illiterate children, we pause while,
about the globe, scoundrels WTeak havoc on civilians,
many of whom are American.
It is instead out of many elected official's and
pseudo-intellectual's ignorance in not correctly identifying and labelling these murderous barbarians for
what they are: terrorists.
It is no secret the so-called rebels involved in the
recent offensive are indeed members of the we11known terrorist group, th~ FMLN.
Their terrorist exploits are well documented, dating back to 1977 and including a 1985 attack on an
outdoor cafe which resulted in the death of four

•GET IT STRAIGHT

Editor:
I must write in response to the
article, "Knightzone uncluttered
by Knights."
In this article [Dave Schlenker]
blasted Greek organizations for
their lack of spirit.
Let's stick to the facts, Mr.
Schlenker. Greeks, by far, h ave
the highest percentage of attendance at football games and other
school events.
This past game was an exception due to the fact that many
Greeks were attending service
projects scheduled on the same
weekend.
I'd be willing to put the Greek's
participation against The Central
Florida Future staff's participation, in any of the following events
and campus benefiting organizations: the Alumni Phonathon,
community service, student government, the blood drive, the
President's Leadership Council,
Homecoming, 0-Team, peer advisement, the Program and Activi-:
ties Council, intramurals, etc.
So, Mr. Schlenker, being a sup-

Marine security guards and eight civilians.
Equally well documented is their backing, which
comes from Nicaragua, Cuba, the USSR and Vietnam.
Regardless, however, of how well these facts are
known, the day after the offensive began many U.S.
congressmen openly lambasted our policy of supporting El Salvador's government.
In effect, they issued a cry of support for the FMLN,
the pro-communist/American-murdering scum.
If the current power-holders of this country are
unable to carry out the necessary actions to stop
terrorism in its tracks, then we need new powerholders.
Let's make Ronald Reagan's example in Libya a
common practice.
Terrorists will crawl back into their holes only
when they realize their actions will incur deadly consequences.

porter of UCF entails more than
attending football games.
As soon as you and other shortsighted "fans" realize this, UCF
will be a much better institution.
By the way, the reason there
were only four sorority girls in the
Knightzone last Saturday is they
heard that you were going t o be
ther e and the fraternity men
weren't.

Jeff Carey
mechanical engineering
• DON'T DEFEND PORN
Editor:
I was one of the many people
who attended that "rally" Nov. 14
at the church on G-Oldenrod Rd.
[The rally] supposedly was to protest the activities of an organization which is trying to censor pornography.
The organizers of the protest
called it a defense of the First
Amendment, of freedom of speech.
I prefer to call it by its proper
name: defense of pornography.
That rally had n othing to do
with freedom of speech because the

three radio talk show hosts whb
organized it do not practice what
they preach.
Those three rarely allow a
caller with an opposite point of
view to express it.
They use tricks to stifle the opposition: interrupting the caller in
mid-sentence, asking questions
designed to confuse, distracting
him or her, dr owning the caller
with a cascade of words and, if
nothing works, they cut [callers]
off using such cute remarks as,
"cement head, stupid, unthinking
and lying S.O.B. weirdo."
The American Family Association did the right thing by
cancelling their meeting.
Had it taken place, there would
have been nothing but shouts,
insults and maybe even scuffies.
I didn't go there solely to sit
down and remain silent while a
bunch of pornography lovers hiding behind th e Fir st Amendment
harass my favorite people, the
AFA.

Pancho Ramos-Guerrero
Orlando

•
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KIOSK

Get Ready for the
UCF Christmas
Cruise!

•

Position .
Available

What:

UCF Christmas Cruise.
Includes: dinner, 5 bars, live
DJ's, gambling, dancing and
giveaways by Panama Jack._~---1

When:

Wednesday, December 6th. By
the bus-parking lot before Greek
Row at Spm. $5.00 roundtrip.

•

Where:

Port Canaveral. Cruise terminal #2

•
KIOSK at 275-2060. Cash is accepted
only. Checks may be cashed at the
Bookstore. Tickets will be on sale
NOVEMBER 27- DECEMBER 5! The
cost is !!J1.lI $29.00!!!

How:

.

. The KIOSK will b e closed on Frid ay,
December 8 and will reopen Monday, December 11-15 between
the hours of l Oam-spm for .Exam
Week.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
THE HOLIDAY HOURS C HEC K THE
KIOSK.

•
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Christian Female seeks same 2bdrm/2bath,
$220 + 112 available Jan. 1. Call 282-5920
Vanessa.

K·a ppa Sigma
Well fellows, the semester is just about over,
and what a semester it's been. Study hard for
final$. Kingfresh and the Short Posse will
prevail victorious in the grades battle. G,et your
dat~ f0< Founder's Day and start working out
for the day after. Get your money to Roz
ASAP. Somebody have a party Friday nite. Go
Magic!

Female to share with two other girts - single
room, $150 a month and 1/3 utilities. 2 miles
from UCF, non-smoker, call 381-5298
Wanted roommate: Non-smoker. single, white
female to share 3 bdrm/2 bath house In Union
Park area- $250/mo plus 1/2 utilities, call 3801139.

STUN GUNS 50,000 to 120,000 volts of electricity at your disposal. Sizes from 4 inches to
3ftl MACE 3 in. to 6 in. canisters that come
with leather pouch on key ring.
WALKING ALARMS: 105 decibel portable
alarm. Great for apt. or car also. Best prices
anywhere I 10% off to all UCF students. Call
Personal Safety Devices 657-95761

Sales-people Needed! Flexible FIT and PIT
positions (Excellent Pay) Call Now! 7406030.

Brown Leather Jacket, horse-whipped .
Bought in Italy $100 . Call Mark 275-4604.

GREAT HOLIDAY JOB OPPORTUNITY ·
Going home for the Holidays? Need a fun
part-time job?The HONEY BAKED 1-U\MCO.
is in search of seasonal help to fill our sales
counter and production positions. We have
stores located in the following markets:
Tampa/St. Pete, Clearwater, Orlando. Sarasota, Ft. Myers, Miami, Ft.. Lauderdale, Hollywood, West Palm Beach, Pompano Beach,
Jacksonville, Pensacola and other major cities throughout the southeast. Please check
the white pages or information for the store
nearest your home.

Female roommate wanted at Haystack - $136
+ 1/3 utilities, call 277-3318.

Apple lie, 51/4" drives, printer, modem, and
software- $1500. Call Cory at 277-7012 after
2 pm.

Female roommate needed: Own bath and
room, $210/mo, call after 5 pm 381-5272.

Living and dining room furniture - good condition . Cheap, call 380-6590.

SENIORS WANTED!
Sales Manager and Recruiters
UCF Grad With own Business needs helpl
Salary + Bonus. Call 740-6030

Pi Sigma Epsilon
Members, don't forget about Saturday's picnic
at Red Bug Park. It begins at 12 noon and ends
at 4 pm.Try to make it. If you need directions,
call one of the officers.

Tau Kappa Alpha
Congrats to our bench press champs: Dominick, Tom, Matt and John. Prytanis fire is coming. Are you ready? Tomorrow is the big night.
Also, initiation for the new bra's is Sun. at
Ritual-repeat - Be There! Just a few more
~eeks of school left, so everyone finish with a
wild flurryof"A's" -Yeah right!Begood muffin
men and study hard!

Non-smoking dog owner seeks same to share
3bdrm/2bath home in Casselberry $300/mo,
references 695-8775.
Need non-smoking female roommate to share
2bdrm/2bath apt. starting Jan 1. $250 plus 1/
2 utilities - 3 miles from UCF. Please call 904576-5766 leave message.

ATIENTION : Excellent Income for Home
Assembly Work. Info. Call 504-646-1700
Dept. P307

1979 Chevy Camaro Berlinetta, strong running 350 V8. Needs Body Work. Make offer.
Call Clarke 380-2839.

ATIENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes.
Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1602-838-8885 Ext. A5780

3/2 and 212 Apts . New and near UCF. $500580. Call 365-2614/Rick after 11 am or leave
number.

Environmental Society
Next meeting on December 5th in the Student
Center Room 214 at 5 pm. Elections Will be
held - if unable to attend call Andrea at 8948764

1BR/1BA on Alafaya. Pool, laundry, tennis .
Available after finals. $329/mo. also deposit.
Call 658-6248

l

Large 2bedl2 bath condo , part furn, 5 mi UCF .
Jan 1. $450. 645-5706

1981 Renault Fuego 'Offer' 273-7119
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4 's Seized in
drug raids for under $100.00? Call for facts
today. 805·644 9533. Dept. 127

3 bedroom 2 bath house Alafaya Woods.
$275/mo. call 365-1946.

Female to share two bedroom, two bath
condo, pool side, lake view, washer/dryer,
located on Goldenrod Road between University and Colonial- $250 plus 112 unlilles. All
furnished except for bedroom. Call 678-3959,
leave message.

Fast

* Professional* Accurate

•

•

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Accurate, Professional, Letter Quality Reports, Resumes, Term papers. Starting at $2/
page. Fast, efficient and close to campus: Call
Lil 678-1509

Tutor: 1 or 2 people for 7th and 10th grader. 7th
needs help in all basic subjects. 10th needs
help in German only. Hours and salary negotiable. Call 644-6920.

1987 Suzuki Samurai JX fully loaded: air, AMI
FM cassette, chrome wheels, low miles must
sell 649-3267-days or 671-9228-evenings.
KCO Inc. WP/DP $150/$250. Call 678-6735.

1980 Jeep CJ7 - 4X4 - 4Cyl - AIC - Hard Top
Sun Roof - 62,000 mis. One owner - garage
kept off road use - mint condition 4 speed, call
277-8845, $4500

Mark Gordon

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/Laser printing.

Join the highest paying profession today as
an invesunent banker for First Eagle's new
Orlando offioe . Immediate Opporrunines
Available. Call 1-800-999· 1515,
For sale: 64" JOBE Honeycomb Competition
Water-ski . Double boot. With cover . $75 080.
Also. silent s1toke 5100 rowing machine. ,
Hardly used. $50 OBO. Call Tom 380-2839.

ATIENTION - HIRINGI Government JObs your area. $17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-8388885 Ext. R18189.

I

Research papers, 18,278 available!
Catalog $2.00 Research,11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free ( 800)
351-0222, Ext. 33 Visa/Mastercard or COD
Research Papers: 17,000 on file. Catalog $1 .
Berkeley Research 2385 - CF Ocean ,
SF CA 94127. Call tor info toll free 1-800-3319783 ext. 666.
We teach skin care
Mary Kay has a proven -effective skin care
program for you. Call today for a complimentary facial! Professional Mary Kay Skin Care
Consultant Mary Ann Whiteman 277-5785.

BEER! BEER! BEER!
IT'S EASY TO BREW YOUR OWNI
SEBASTIAN BREWERS SUPPLY HAS ALL
YOUR BEER AND WINEMAKING
SUPPLIES!
1-800-760-SUDS
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1700 IN ONLY TEN DAYS.
Student Groups, fraternities and sororities
needed for marketing project on campus. For
details plus your FREE GIFT, Group officers
call 1-800-765-8472 Ext . 50
Looking for a ride to Washington O.C. for
Christmas Break. Will share epenses. I can
leave after Dec. 22, call James 282-0389.

Editing, Proofreading and Researching for
major papers, theses and dissertations.
Experienced and expedient! Centrally located in Lake Co. Contact (904) 735-0134.

Excellent word processing 366-0538

John,
Hope you enjoy the Holidays and that your
New Year is everything you could ever hope
for.
Ruth Ann

•

•

ATTN: Graduating Seniors, Students, and Alumni
• keep informed with UCF happenings
• tnakes a great Christmans gift

If you are interested in subscribing to the Central Florida Future, please
fill out the form below and bring it, along with a check, to the
business office,--or mail form and check to:
Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816 ·
I
I
I

Name .

Address Subscrip.t ion to be mailed to

Your name (if different from above name and address)
$8 (semester)

_ _ _ _ _ $17 (year)

---~~~~~~~~~~
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KNIGHTS

•

FROM PAGE 12

a 13-2 run which gave th~ Knights a 44-33
halftime lead. He capped the run with a soft
jumper off the glass .
In the second half, after the Rams went on an
18-6 run, Leeks again used two consecutive
monster jams to break the Rams' momentum.
But it wasn't that he consciously used the
slam dunk to spur his team on. ''To be honest, it
was just adrenaline," Leeks said.
Adrenaline or not, his inside play late in the
second halfheld off'. a furious comeback attempt
by the Rams and propelled UCF to victory.

•

•
•

11

Up by one point with just over a minute to
play, UCF worked the ball around the perimeter before Pinkney hit Leek·s inside as the clock
was running down. Leeks hit the shot to give
UCF a three-point lead.
Leeks credited his teammates with getting
the ball inside and down-played his play.
"A lot of times I missed the shot," Leeks, who
was 10 of 19 from the field, said .
Leeks had help both inside and out. Boles
came off the bench scored two quick buckets to
prevent the Rams from increasing their lead.
"Mike played extremely well," Dean said .
"He needs to wake up and realize that he is a
good player."

•
SEASON
FROM PAGE 12

•

(Barnes, Darryl Blanford,
Parnell McCall and Jon Jordon), only McCall does not
have an immediate replacement who has shown he can
perform as well. McCall has
been the biggest surprise on
defense this year proving to be
a tremendous force on the line.
So things look up for UCFs

•
•

•

first full year in Division I-AA quarterback. And McDowell
next year. There is no reason to should give whoever the final
think the Knights could not be choice is the chance to be the
as successful as this season.
starting quarterback. Another
However, let me offer a year rotating quarterbacks
word of warning. UCF sur- could blow up in everyone's
vived this season with rotating face.
But right now there is no
quarterbacks. But successful
teams need leadership from need to dwell on that. McDowthe
quarterback.
Ron ell has built a strong competiJohnson, Rudy Jones, or one of tive team which finished a
the freshmen must step for- successful year. UCF deserves
ward to show he is the main to celebrate that for now.
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Location 1
Comer of University Blvd. &
Goldenrod Rd .
Next to K-MART. Closest
Athletic Store to UCF

:· Mar2
:. Mar3
Mar4

*Orlando Atena
All times EastBm

Location 2
Lake Fredrica Square
3938 Semoran Blvd. "
Orlando •

Everything In Store
on original priced merchandise
Now thru December 8th

PHONE: 677-7678

3N ··3l:UllN .->IOB33l:t • MV30 ·v·1•Vll\\f•3:>NV1VB M3N • 3l:t11W • ~OB33l:t • Y\130 °\1'1•Vll\V•3:>NV1\f8 M3

QUALITY MOUNTAIN BIKES
As Low As $229 .95

•

.

On weekends between 7 :00 pm and 3:00 am,
in some parts of the country, 10 percent
of all drivers are legally impaired or drunk.
Your Safety Belt is your best defense against
the alcohol or drug impaired driver.

* Lay Away For Christmas
*One Year Maintenance Free
* Index Shifting

•
Located in the
University Shoppes
(near UC6)

281-6488

BIKE~/¥~

_....

BucKLE UP!
This message ls spon~ed by the Florida CoaliHon for Auto Safety Now, Inc., the State University
System of Florida, the Florida Community College System , the Campus Alcohol and Drug
Pr£Venllon Project, and BACQ-fUS chapters In Florida

.-.1

Cycles

·~

S .TUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES-

•

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-criminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of charge to qualified students. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

NOW HIRING

•

Waitresses
~ecurity

Waiters
Cashiers
Cooks

Dishwashers
Gift Shop
Hostesses
Guest Service Host

.
•

•

YOUR BEST DEFENSE
AGAINST THE ALCOHOL OR
DRUG IMPAIRED DRIVER •••

Problems With?
Need?
•Landlords?
•A Will?
• Insurance?
•Name
Change?
-;\:.\.\Sll'1·
"c· • Uncontested
• Contracts?
·I·
• Police?
~... Dissolution?

.

Join the "Good Time Gang"·
Apply Church Street Station
Personnel Train Car
Mon. thru Fri., ~-5
or
Ring 422-2_4_34
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UCF, Dean record first
'89 basketball victory

<-

Running Knights squeak past Texas Wesleyan, 80-79
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The - UCF Running Knights recorded their first basketball victory of
the season as they outscored Texas
Wesleyan 80-79 Tuesday night in the
UCF gymnasium.
"W.e played with a lot of intensity
tonight," UCF point guard Vernon
Pinkney said. Pinkney did a fine job of
running the Knight offense against a
tough Ram team that is a member of
the Heart of Texas conference of the
NAIA.

"I think Vernon played the best college game ofhis career tonight. He was
our coach out on the court," Coach Joe
Dean said.
Pinkney didn't score many points as
he went two for five from the field
including a three-pointer. More importantly, Pinkney dished out seven assists, had one steal and grabbed six
defensive rebounds. The latter stat is
more impressive when considering
Pinkney stands 5-foot-5.
Pinkney's passing resulted in UCF
placing four players in double figures
in scoring. Ken Leeks led the way for
the Knights for the second straight
game as he scored 24 points and
grabbed 12 rebounds.
"We always want to get the first
slam and get momentum going our
way, but they got the first [dunk] tonight," Leeks said.

The Knights controlled the tempo in
the first half as they executed their half
court offense, as planned in practice.
"We got the ball inside to our big
guys the way we wanted to," Dean said.
The Knights cut down on turnovers
from 22 in their season opener to 13
against the Rams. UCF also doubled
the number of assists against the
Rams.
A key to UCF's success may be the
platooning of players off of the bench
which enabled lJCF to gain a 44-33
halftime lead. Tom Torrnohlen and
Mike Boles came off the pine to contribute 15and10 points, respectively.
"I've been working on my shooting,"
Tormohlen said. Torrnohlen was on fire
as he scored 15 points including three of
five three-pointers.
Boles chipped in 10 points and 5
rebounds. "Ijust went in and played my
best," Boles said. "Coach Dean tells me
to go in there and stay motivated and
that's what I did tonight."
The Knights let the Rams back into
the game in the second half.
"We let them back in it at the end.
Tom helped us out in the end. He
handled the pressure real well," Bob
Blackwood said. Blackwood contributed 11 points and four rebounds.
The Rams hit two consecutive threepointers with four minutes left in regulation. The Knights wound up with a
one-point lead in the ·waning seconds
and dribbled out the clock.

Michael Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Running Knight Anthony Haynes drives past a Texas Wesleyan player and up
court in UCF's first victory of the 1989 season.

UCF stays
inside to
get points
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The strategy was
simple enough. Get the
ball, move it up court and
pound the ball inside to
the big men. Simple and
effective.
Against
Texas
Wesleyan, UCF scored 46
of its points inside close
to the basket. In the second half alone, the Running Knights scored 26 of
thP.ir 36 points inside.
"Obviously we wanted
to get the ball inside,"
guard Vernon Pinkney
said.
Pinkney, with seven
assists, directed the
Running Knights' offense de$igned to look for
the big men. Dean said
Pinkney played his best
college game in directing
the offense and "was our
coach on the floor."
Mlche•I U.ughlln/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
When the big men reMike
Boles
battles
opponents
as
he
goes for an inside basket in
ceived the passes, they
knew what to do. For- UCF's game against Texas Wesleyan. Boles scored 1O points.
ward/center Ken Leeks,
center Andre Green and forward Mike Boles Rams with 21 points, attributed UCF's succombined for 42 points. This compares with cess to the Rams' Darrick Haris foul trouble.
"They got our big man in foul trouble and
only 27 points in Sunday's opener when the
Running Knights could not move the ball to that hurt us," Gordon said.
Leeks, who scored 24 points and grabbed
their big men.
"Our offensive philosophy is to play inside 12 rebounds, was the ·Running Knights'
out. We want to get the ball inside. It pres- most effective weapon inside. A monster
sures the defense, forces fouls and you get slam-dunk with the game tied at 31 spurred
easy layups," Dean said.
see KNIGHTS page 11
Ram guard Rod Gordon, who led the

Depth, defense, rush
saved football season
Before the football season is
put to rest, let's take one more
look back at the season. Coach
Gene McDowell said from the
beginning of fall practice that
this would be UCF's best team
ever. Was it?
For a while it looked like
McDowell was just blowing
smoke. UCF opened its season
with losses to Bethune-Cookman and Troy State in its first
three games. But after going 61 over the last seven games,
including wins over two nationally-ranked teams, the
Knights finished with a 7-3
record to prove McDowell correct.
The Knights showed three
things they haven't al ways had
in the past: depth, defense and
a revived running game.
The depth allowed the
Knights to maintain quality
performances when a player
went down with an injury. For
instance, Mark Giacone
stepped in when Gilbert Barnes was slowed with a bad
shoulder; Willie Britton
stepped in when Mike Grissom
reinjured his knee, though as a
freshman, Britton is not yet the
force Grissom was. These are
just two cases.
The depth also allowed
McDowell to rotate players in
so they would not be tired. Of
' course, the subs were not always as good as the front-line
players, but the quality of the
reserves was much improved
over seasons past.
The defense, after a slow
start, proved to be a force as the
season progressed. Although it

was vulnerable at times to a
running game (ignore the
Georgia Southern game; nobody stops the Eagles), they
came up with the big plays in
the big games (Eastern Kentucky, Liberty for example),
and dominated the teams they
should have (i.e. Newberry,
Valdosta State).
The running game proved to
be a pleasant addition to th
Knights' offense. Who would
have thought a year ago that
the Knights could and would
drive the length of the field, in
the fourth, for the winning
touchdown drive, without
throwing a pass against a good
team (Liberty)?
The Knights also proved to
be lucky at times. North Alabama missed a chip shot field
goal with time running out
which would have won the
game. An unforced fumble by
EKU on a sure touchdown did
not hurt UCF, nor did UCF
gaining 38 yards on consecutive penalties against EKU.
Or course, one could als_o
ask whether the North Alabama game would have been
close, or whether UE:F would
have lost to Bethune-Cookman or Troy State, had Shane
Willis been healthy?
The Knights lose only seven
seniors for next year. Although
four were big contributors
see SEASON page 11
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~AFA
•

wants to
r~~nsor _
the
things
.
y_ousee_.
•
for your_
protection.

WNNZ radio talk show host and anti-censorship rally co-organizer Clive Thomas (above) interviews a
group of protesters for his show. Jomes Rogers and Patricio Remer (below) were two of the hundreds
that protested for First Amendment rights. The group wore yellow ribbons and passed out literature
which identified the American Family Association as a threat to America's freedoms .

•

by John Citrone
HE WoNDER YEARS, GoNE WrrH THE WiND~ ToM

Sawyer, Playboy and ... Deep Throat:?

You could probably find these titles in
any local video or book store.
Maybe on different shelves, but they're
there.
Yet there is a growing menace in the
United States that wants to have materials of this
nature as well as other forms of entertainment
·banned from public consumption.
It is called the American Family Association:
With the recent shut down of five adult book
stores and one striptease bar on Orange Blossom
Trail, it seems the anti-pornography groups such
as the AFA are gaining strength.

It seems the
anti-pornography groups
such as the AFA are
gaining strength.
The AFA was responsible for the recent boycott
which forced several national grocery store chains
to remove such "softcore porn" publications as
Playboy and Penthouse from their shelves.
AFA National Execut~ve Director Don Wildmon

defended this position by stating "non-obscene
pornography often has the same detrimental results as the obscene pornography."
"Not everyone who reads Playboy is going to rape
or be addicted to pornography," he said, "just as
everyone who smokes marijuana will not move on
to crack and cocaine, but a given percent~ge will."
The AFA is currently concentrating their efforts
on local video stores which rent adult videos as ·
well as videos of which they do not approve.
The group recently attempted to hold a meeting
at a Goldenrod church to organize their forces and
'plan of attack.'
This meeting was protested by hundreds of
Central Florida residents who rallied in the

see CENSORSHIP page 3
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Going '·Back' Worth the trip
Fox, Lloyd, new additions keep movie consistent with first

~

by John Citrone

'BACK TO THE FUTURE
PART II'

****

~. .~mt • The Nutcracker Ballet
~~l2illilllalliiri<:ii~ featuring
the Ballet

future and barrels through Marty
McFly's (Michael J. Fox) trash cans.
iCHAEL J. Fox MANAGED TO
Marty and his girlfriend Jennifer
(Elizabeth Shue) joln Doc for a trip to
break his losing streak of
Rated: PG
the year 2015. As they lift off. Biff
movies with the semi-hit
Starring: Michael J. Fox,
Tannen (Thomas F. Wilson) watches
Casualties of War. He's
Chrtstopher Uoyd
truly back from the dead in Back to the
them with a sinister eye.
Director: Robert Zemeckis
Future Pmt II .
Upon their c.urtval in 2015, Doc
Confetti Review:
Making this film was certainly a
places Jennifer into an semi-condangerous undertaking for executive
scious slumber so she will not Interfere
KEY:
with Marty and Doc's "mission."
producer Stephen Spielberg and direc•Awful** Poor**~
****Good *****Excellent
tor Robert zemeckis. It required comThe mission?
plete consistency between the characMarty must prevent the arrest of his
ters, events, times and places of the first movie with son. Marty Jr., by stopping ~ from joining Griffs
the addition of several new characters and even new gang.
Who's Grifl?
time/ space continuum.
The movie begins at the exact moment Back to the
Future left off. Doctor "Doc" Brown returns from the
see BACK TO FUTURE AGAIN page 4
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Gaultier's first just too repetitive
Extreme almost achieves 'great' status with good lyrics, good music
The Charts
Week ending
November 30, 1989.

Top Five Albums

1. "Blame It On the Rain"
MllllVanllll
2. "When I See You
Smile"
Bad English
3. "It's Just That You
Love Me"
Paula Abdul
4. "Angella"
Richard Marx
5. "We Didn't Start the
Fire"
Billy Joel
C1989 Biiiboard magazine

•

• Aow Tau Dou z.at

Artist: Jean Paul Gaultier
Producer: Various
Label: PolyGram

F

• Andrew Dice Clay will

;..
appear at the Orlando
Arena at 8 p.m. Tickets are $20. • Phi
Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota will
hold a recital at 3 p.m. in the UCF
Rehearsal Hall. •Award winning Gospel singer Larnelle Harris will appear at
the Tupperware Auditortum at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $I 0 and $12 or $8 group
rate. Tickets are available through TicketMaster outlets as well as through local
Christian bookstores.

Ambjrn En1ena1nment

Top Five Singles

•
The Adventures of
Baron Munchausen, starrtng John Neville will be shown in the·
student
activities
center at-7
p.m. and9
p.m. Admission is
free with a
valid 'student ID.
•orchesis VII.a
dance production by
UCF student performers and choreographers will be presented at 3 p.m.
today and at 8 p.m. on Dec. 1, in the
UCF Theatre. Tickets are $5.
•
The
Orlando
Shakespeare Festival will
feature the per-fonnance of The Taming of the Shrew at 8 p.m. at the Lake
Eola Park Amphitheatre in downtown
Orlando.• Tennessee Williams' classic
Summer and Smoke opens at the
Annie Russell Theatre at Rollins College. For information and ticket reserva,
lions call 646-2145.

Doc Brown
(Christopher
Lloyd) and
Marty McFly
(Michael J.
Fox) watch
as their plan
goes haywire
in the year 2015.

I. Girl You Know It's True
MilliVanilli
2. Rhythm Nation 1814
Janet Jackson
3. Storm Front
Billy Joel
4. Steel Wheels
Rolling Stones
5. Forever Your Girl
Pauro Abdul

Week

RANCE.

Thoughts of Parts~
the Eiffel Tower, Le
Louvre pop into mind.
Somehow Jean Paul Gaultier doesn't fit. into the pie.tu re very well.
His first album, Aow Tau
pou Zat, certainly breaks
the mold for the majestic
ideas associated with
France. .
·
Gaultier manages to
make the entire album
sound like a dance mix. All
of the songs sound the
same and the words never
seem to change.

Cleverly, the words "tou
dou zat" are repeated in
every song.
Even with his unusual
approach to the music and
the synthesized sounds,
Gaultier's repetitive lyrics
are hardly unnoticeable.
It's as if he were playing the
same song over and over
again.
The dance mix feel would
be fine, if there was some
variety elsewhere in the
album. Maybe a song or two
that had a complete verse
(or possibly a full sentence)
would suffice to relieve the
monotony.
Of course, there is little
variety anywhere on this
limited piece of vinyl.
A few songs, such as the
side one cut "Do it Again,"
work into a different style of
music. Unfortunately, this
diversity is broken by the
redundant lyrtcs.
Aow Tou Dou Zat requires little intellect to listen to or comprehend. The
inost constructive use for
this album would be in the
local acid house.
- Tisha Valery

Orlando will be performed in the Student Center Au- . . - - - - - - - - - ditorium at 3
p.m. and 7 p.m.
• The Orlando
Arena will f ea tu re
Reba McEn tire
with Ricky VanShelton at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $1 7. •
The Seminole
Community College Fine Arts
Theatre's
production of How
the Other Half
Loves will be per- '---.....
formed at 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. •The
Orlando Museum of Art will feature
Edmund LeRoy, playing the music of
Telemann, Faure and Barker.

01'.B :ho!;~rc::;;~alH=y
Concert will be given at the Lakeland
Civic Center Theater at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $12 for adults and $5 for students.

•Extreme
Artist: Extreme
Producer: Mack and
Extreme
Label:A&M

E

XTREME MAY SEEM LIKE

another metal band
playing songs about
different sexual experiences
but they go a bit further and
offer more than just one
good song.
The first (and best) cut on
side one, "Little Girls," sings
about a man who enjoys
fornicatingwith 16-year-old
girls.
In the introduction and
throughout the song, session musician Raphael
see EXTREME page 3

•

• Dec. 16 and 17, U.S. Professional Figure Skating
Championship in the Orlando Arena.
•Also on December 17, the .. Sounding
the Depths Sea Scapes Exhibition"
will be presented at the Orlando Mu-

seum of Art. For information call 8964231. •All tickets are available through
TicketMaster outlets (849-2000) or the
Orlando Arena Box Offic~.

•
•
•
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EXTREME

ited to above average status
(but not great) are two songs
that run back to back. Both
May's harmonica adds a have bad lyrics and even
backwoods, whiskey flavo~ worse music.
that elevates the song into a
"Rock a Bye Bye" includes
tune with teeth.
an orchestration by lead guiThe band's frrst single, tarist Nuno Bettencourt. It's
"Kid Ego," has received little boring and offers words that
play on M1V, but can be seen are disturbingly oflbeat.
weekly on M1V's Headbang"Play With Me" is a coner's Ball show. "Kid Ego" glomerate mess that talks
makes a gut$y statement in about games children play.
the world of rock and roll that Concentration was put on
many people are conceited.
th~ lyrics and the music was
"We think your head is swept under the rug.
getting bigger and bigger and
All songs were written by
bigger /We think you should lead singer Gary Cherone
be taught some manners, and Bettencourt.
manners. manners" gets the
What they chose to ignore
point across without sacrific- is the now-popular love baling the music's quality.
lad which metal bands use as
It's only fitting the first a tool to infiltrate the Top 40
track on side two plays role airwaves and reach the
reversal with the theme from masses.
"Little Girls." "Teacher's
Other songs such as
Pet" is about a female teacher "Mutha (Don't Wanna Go To
having an affair with a male School Today)," "Wind Me
student. This is a song that Up" and "Flesh 'NBlood"help
cooks and boasts more sex- round out lhe album and add
ual innuendos. "My formal some depth, preventing an
education, never bothered average effort.
With my ABC's/Teacher-stuExtreme's first release is
dent relations. taught me all worth buying. just wait for a
about the birds and bees."
sale.
What keeps Extreme's
self-titled debut album lirn- Richard E. Karman
FROM PAGE 2
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i. P/lo11trSE !

They re easy to make but hard to keep. We'd like to
know your craziest, wildest, funniest and hardestto-keep New Years resolutions for 1990. Send us
yours (with an explanation) and the three people
with the craziest resolutions will win 'Life in Hell'
t-shirts and will appear in the first issue of Confetti
for 1990. So put pen to paper and mail 'em to
Confetti c/ o The Central Florida Future, P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, Fl. 32816 or drop 'em by the Future
offices. Entrees must be received by December 15,
1989. Happy New Year's resolutions!

Scott Edwards

At Orlando
Jai-Alai, these
guys can really
play the game ...
So, come out
and give me
your support.
I need it.

UCF SENIOR (by day)
JAi-ALAi PLAYER (by night)

436 & 17-92
Reservations:
331-9191
7 nightly, noon Mon~, ·Thurs., Sat.

:

Joiv• Alvarez

The Mouse Trap and several book stores on Orange Blossom Trail were recently closed
down due to pressure from anti-pornography groups such as th~ AFA.

CENSORSHIP

MBI will place a "RICO lien notice" on the
landlord
of 1.he property on which the video
FROM PAGE 1
store is built. Rather than lose everything,
church's parking lot. The throng of pro- the landlord usually evicts the tenant, thus
testors forced the AFA organizers to cancel the video store closes and the owner is out of
business.
the meeting.
"I'm disappointed," said AFA supporter
Still, the majority of these business are opMarsha Bunce, "I think that everybody erating legal adult entertainment establishments.
should have been in the meeting."
"We succeeded," said WWNZ talk show
"Those stores down on the Trail," said Ron
host and protest co-organizer Clive Thomas Lopez, president and general manager of
after the rally. "Our next plan of action will be Nomen Deferre. a corporation that owns
to organize a political action committee lo adult video and novelty store Erotic
protect the first amendment in Central Flor- Emporium"they've been carrying cable verida."
sion video and softcore porn for two years
With a centralized political action conimit- now."
tee, the group will lobby for new members of
Lopez and Erotic Emporium owner James
local and state legislature. It is these legisla- Kyker have not received any direct pressure
tive bodies that are
from the anti-porn
responsible for enforcgroups. but they are
concerned about the
ing the majoiity ofcensorship activilies in
future of the adult enOrlando.
tertainment industry
Orlando Metropolias well as the protectan Bureau of Investition of Americans'
gation (MBI) director
First Amendment
rights.
Joe Cocchlarella is one
To avoid any conof those seen as a
threat to anti-censorfrontations with antiship groups.
porn groups, Kyker
"We're caught in the
has requested to have
middle," said Cocchialaw enforcement officials check his stock
rella. "We enforce the
law how ever it reads."
for illegal materials.
Cocchiarella and
"We've have asked
Don Wildmon
other members of the
many people to review
MBI have been blamed
our stock," said Kyker
AFA national executive director
"and tell us what we
for harassing local
legally can sell. We
adult video and book
have not received an answer. We started
store owners.
The Mouse Trap, a striptease establish- asking for these reviews the day we moved in,
ment, and several surrounding book stores almost three years ago.
on Orange Blossom Trail were recently shut
"We have done our own surveys of Semidown because of the in-house peep shows nole County and of Central Florida as a
that were being run in the back of the stores. whole," said Kyker. "'The products that we
!he Mouse Trap volunteered to close cany are products the cons'umers want. We
down," said Cocchiarella, "after we searched have over 7 ,000 members here. From the first
their premisses, we found some illegal mate- day we opened, the rate of new memberships
rials. There were also hundreds of arrests per week has not slowed down at all."
madein the past.for lewd and lascivious conSo the public wants it but the AFA doesn't.
duct because of the sexual activity that was
Rather than targeting the "mom and pop"
taking place in the back hallways."
video stores, the AFA should instead focus
One video store owner, who requested that their efforts in the areas of underground
his name be withheld, accused the MBI of pornography, where children are exploited
threatening the stores with racketeering and violence and bestiality is the dominant
charges if they do not close down .
subject matter.
"If they are brought up on the racketeering
Yet, if the AFA is successful in their curcharges," he said, "they risk everything they rent objectives, television shows such as The
own. If they are found guilty, everything Wonder Years and Thirty-something will be
related to the business can be confiscated removed from the ailwaves and children's
including cars, homes, and the entire profit books like Tom Sawyer and Slaughter-house
from the business."
5 as well as classics like Gone With the Wind
The racketeering or "RICO" statute is very and various works of Shakespeare will be
complex in its wording, but the results can be taken off America's book store shelves.
devestating to anyone involved in the parCan we, as Americans, afford such a loss?
ticular business, and this just may be the
The anti-censorship protestors likened
main weapon of the MBI.
the AFA to the Nazis. A more appropriate
A racketeering charge may be placed on comparison was made by one video store
anything from cigarette tax evasion to homi- owner who called the AFA the "thought pocide. The charges on the video stores fall lice" from the classic novel 1984.
under the categoiies "relating to obscene
The lingering question now is: Can free
literature and profanity."
America survive the threat of Big Brother?
According to the video store owner, the · Only time will tell.

Not everyone
who reads Playboy
is going to rape or
be addicted to
pornography ...
but a given
percentage will.
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BACK TO FUTURE AGAIN
FROMPAGE2
Grtff is the son of Biff, who has become even more mean and nasty than
his father.
So, anyway, Marty goes int9 this futuristic malt shop complete with holograms and tele-waiters.
Keep in mind that Marty is pretending that he is Marty Jr. to (pol Grtff and
his gang.
But the plan goes bad and Marty
meets his son face to face.
The confusion leads to the classic
skateboard chase from Back to the Future, only this tiine they are on hoverboards. This scene is just as enjoyable
as the first.
(I was laughing out loud, much to the
dismay of the older couple seated next
to me).
The story takes a turn when Doc and
Marty discover that Jennifer is gone
from her resting place. She ends up in
the future home of Marty and Jennifer
Ambhn Entertainment
McFly which is, of course, the home of Michael J. Fox switches roles several times in "Back to the
Marty Jr.
So then Marty Sr. buys this book of Future II." One is his future daughter/sister Marlene Nelson.
sports statistics which would enable
hiin to win bets that he would place on sporting of departure, the year 1955 so they can rejoin the
time lines and prevent the rise of the evil BifI
events when he returns to 1985.
But the book ends up in the hands of mean ole during which time he marries Lorraine McFly (Lea
BilI who also steals the time machine and ac- Thompson) because George was killed and so that
cidently creates a new time/ space continuum and means Bill is Marty's step-dad and ...
Confused yet?
so Doc and Marty must return to the original point
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I was, that's for sure. But even with all of the
sudden twists of plot and time line deviations, the
· story remains intact and consistent.
The return to the year 1955 is mape believable
with the strategic use of film clips from Back to the
Future. The character of George McFly (Crispin
Glover) appears only in these tastefully distributed
clips.
.
Another memorable scene from Back to the
Future, the Enchantment Under the Sea dance, is
re-lived with these morsels of film as well as with
new clips.
!he Johnny B. Goode" number is recreated
with hilarious accuracy.
Marty's brother and sister do not appear in the
sequel, but just the same, they are not missed.
They are mentioned for consistency's sake but
they get lost in this roller-coaster ride through
tiine.
The only character I questioned was that of
Jennifer, Marty's girlfriend/wife, who is played by
Elizabeth Shue.
Shue is seen only a few times throughout the
film and her character acting is weak, especially
for such a siinple role.
Fortunately the acting of Fox and Lloyd far
surpass Shue's and they usually end up carrying
her through her scenes.
Lloyd Js as wacky and wonderful as ever, and
Fox's straight-ahead humor is refreshing.
Back to the Future II promises to be another
amusing romp through history with more of the
magic and mirth we saw in Back to the Future.
Oh yeah, one more thtng, production is currently being completed on Back to the Future m. in
which Marty and Doc travel back to the year 1889.
Now that should be really interesting.
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